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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, a scheme based on multiview and Distributed 
Video Coding (DVC) is introduced. More specifically, a new 
fusion technique between temporal, homography and Dis-
parity Compensation View Prediction (DCVP) side informa-
tions is introduced. For this purpose, a binary mask is com-
puted at the encoder based on knowledge of the original 
video. This mask is compressed and then transmitted to the 
decoder. The latter merges the different side informations 
with the help of the reconstructed binary mask. The simula-
tion results show that the fusion improves the rate-distortion 
performance over monoview DVC by a maximum gap of 
around 1.0 dB.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the reducing cost of cameras and improved display 
technology, multi-camera systems are being used in many 
fields such as video surveillance and monitoring, 3D recon-
struction and Free Viewpoint Television (FTV). However, the 
amount of captured video in such systems is often huge. This 
makes video compression important and a key issue in mul-
tiview video systems.  

Multiview Video Coding (MVC) [1] is the consequence 
of work conducted by MPEG in 3D Audio-Video (3DAV). It 
is based on H.264/AVC [2] used for single camera encoding. 
It performs block-based predictive coding across the differ-
ent views as well as the time axis of each camera. Predictive 
coding gives the best compression efficiency. On the other 
hand, the encoder requires high computational power in 
addition to communication between the cameras in a practi-
cal scenario. However, this is not feasible as it requires 
complex inter-camera communicating systems, which is 
time and power consuming and entails complex networking 
issues. 

For the sake of having less complex encoders, work is 
conducted in the field of Distributed Video Coding (DVC) 
[4]. Theoretically, it states that the rate achieved when per-
forming joint encoding and decoding of two sources can be 
reached by doing separate encoding and joint decoding. In a 
practical scenario, this implies low power / low complexity 
cameras as well as no communication between the cameras. 
On the other hand, DVC shift the complexity towards the 
decoder. 

In monoview DVC schemes, side information is often 
generated temporally using frames from the same camera, 

usually the previous and the forward ones. In multiview 
DVC [5, 6, 7], frames from the side cameras are also in-
volved in generating the side information. The latter is com-
bined, or fused, with the one generated temporally in order 
to improve the compression efficiency. In [5], View Synthe-
sis Prediction (VSP) is used to generate side information 
from the side cameras. However, the rate-distortion per-
formance of the approach is not investigated. In addition, 
VSP requires depth map estimation, which is a hard problem 
for real world scenes. A fusion technique is used with mul-
tiview DVC based on pixel-difference and motion vector 
thresholding in [6]. Finally in [7], a fusion technique is in-
troduced between temporal and homography-based side 
informations to improve the overall rate-distortion perform-
ance. The homography is estimated using a robust gradient 
descent algorithm. The fusion consists of two merging algo-
rithms, one is used at low bitrates and the other one at high 
bitrates. The simulations in [7] report that the fusion outper-
forms monoview DVC by around 0.2~0.5 dB. 

In this paper, a fusion technique is introduced based on 
some prior knowledge of the original video. For this purpose, 
a binary mask is computed at the encoder. Then, it is com-
pressed using JBIG [8] and transmitted to the decoder. The 
latter uses the recovered mask along with temporal, homo-
graphy and DCVP side informations to construct a better side 
information. 

The paper is structured as follows. First, the monoview 
and multiview DVC architectures are introduced in section 2 
and 3 respectively. Then, the different side information gen-
eration techniques are presented in section 4. Then, the simu-
lation results are presented in section 5. Finally, some con-
cluding remarks are drawn in section 6. 

2. MONOVIEW DISTRIBUTED VIDEO CODING 

DVC is the consequence of information-theoretic bounds 
established by Slepian and Wolf [9] for distributed lossless 
coding, and by Wyner and Ziv [10] for lossy coding with 
decoder side information. In a practical scenario, lossy cod-
ing is used. In this paper, the DVC scheme from [11] is used. 
The latter is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Wyner-Ziv encoder operates in the DCT domain. In 
other words, an interleaved turbo encoder is used to generate 
parity bits for the quantized DCT coefficients. Moreover, the 
quantized DCT coefficients are organized in bands, which 
are separated into bitplanes. The latter are organized from the 
most to the least significant one. The parity bits are generated 
for a certain number of bitplanes. As the number of bitplanes 
increases, the quality of the refined frame improves. For sim-
plicity, the case where the Group Of Pictures (GOP) is equal 
to two is considered. The conventionally decoded previous 
and forward key frames are used to generate side information 
by motion compensated interpolation. To exploit the side 
information, the decoder assumes a statistical model, which 
is a Laplacian distribution of the difference between the indi-
vidual DCT coefficients of the original Wyner-Ziv frame and 
the side information. The decoder combines the side informa-
tion and the received parity bits to recover the original frame. 
For more details on the used DVC scheme, see [4], [10] and 
[11]. 

3. MULTIVIEW DISTRIBUTED VIDEO CODING 

Multiview DVC differs from the monoview one in the 
frames involved in the side information generation process. 
In monoview DVC, frames within the same camera are used 
for that purpose. In multiview DVC, frames from other cam-
eras can additionally be used to generate side information. In 
this work, DCVP, homography and temporal side informa-
tions are merged at the decoder based on some prior knowl-
edge of the original video. For this purpose, the encoder 
transmits a binary mask to the decoder in order to define the 
reference used for each pixel. The mask is compressed using 
JBIG prior to transmission. The resulting multiview DVC 
scheme is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 

4. SIDE INFORMATION GENERATION 

4.1 Temporal Motion Compensated side information 
 
Temporal side information is used in monoview DVC. It is 
generated by temporal motion estimation using the previous 
and the forward key frames. Block-based motion vectors 
from the previous frame towards the forward frame are com-
puted. Then, the motion vectors are interpolated at mid point 
to generate the side information. This is done by considering 
the intersection point of each motion vector with a virtual 
frame at mid-distance from both key frames as shown in Fig-
ure 3. The virtual frame is filled at the block position, which 
is closest to the intersection point. The latter is filled by a 
weighted sum of both key frame blocks. 
 

 
4.2 Homography side information 
 
The homography is a 3x3 matrix that relates one view to an-
other one in the homogenous coordinates system. The matrix 
has 8 parameters a, b, c, d, e, f, g and h, such that each point 
from the first view (x1,y1) is mapped to a point (x2,y2) in the 
second view up to a scale λ such that : 
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When a=e=1 and b=d=g=h=0 the model is a pure translation. 
When g=h=0 the model is called an affine transformation. 
Otherwise, it is called a perspective transformation. These 
models are suitable when the scene can be approximated by a 

Figure 2.  Multiview DVC scheme (GOP =2). 

Figure 3. Temporal side information (GOP =2). 

Figure 1. Conventional DVC scheme (GOP =2). 



planar surface, or when the scene is static and the camera 
motion is a pure rotation around its optical center [12]. In our 
case, the first assumption applies. 

Depending on the model used, the parameters are computed 
such that the sum of squared differences between the current 
frame and the warped frame is minimized. To compute the 
model parameters, a gradient descent method [12] is used. 
The latter minimizes a truncated quadratic error function to 
remove the influence of outliers.  

Different side informations are computed using the ho-
mogaphies from the side cameras. More precisely, the side 
information is computed from the left, right or both cameras 
as shown in Figure 4. 

 

   Figure 4.  Homographies relating the central view to the side 
ones. 

 

4.3 Disparity Compensation View Prediction with 
variable motion vector weighting 

 
DCVP uses the same algorithm as the one used to generate 
temporal side information. But instead of using the previous 
and forward frames of the same camera, DCVP uses the left 
and right frames from the side cameras. Interpolating the 
motion vectors at mid-point means that middle camera is 
located exactly at equal distance from the two side cameras. 
This is not true in all cases.  

To calculate the optimal motion vectors weight, the first 
frame of each camera is conventionally encoded and then 
decoded. The decoder performs block-based motion estima-
tion between the left and the right camera frames. Then, the 
motion vectors are weighted with the weights 0.1, 0.2 … 
until 0.9. For each weight the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
(PSNR) with respect to the central camera frame is com-
puted. The weight with maximum PSNR is kept and used for 
the rest of the video. 
 
4.4 Fusion-based side information 

 
In general, the side information generated from the side cam-
eras (either by homography or DCVP) has a poorer quality 
than the one generated temporally. This is due to the larger 
disparity between the side camera frames when compared to 
the one between the previous and forward frames. 
       The fusion merges the different side informations (tem-
poral, homography and DCVP) in order to improve the qual-
ity of the final one. 
      The idea is to determine a very good estimate of the 
Wyner-Ziv frame, which is called the reference. The decision 
for each pixel (i.e. either DCVP, homography or temporal 
side information) is taken with respect to this reference, as 
detailed here after. 

 
At the encoder: 

Each pixel of the Wyner-Ziv frame is compared to the 
ones from the previous and the forward frames. If the one 
from the previous pixel has a closer value, the binary mask at 
the pixel position is set to one. On the other hand, if the for-
ward pixel has a closer value, it is set to zero. This process is 
illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

 
 

The binary mask is encoded using JBIG from the Joint 
Bi-level Image experts Group [8]. The encoding is preceded 
by a morphological closing and opening [13]. This eliminates 
isolated points in the binary mask that would compromise the 
compression efficiency of the JBIG software. 

 
At the decoder: 

The fusion-based side information generation is illus-
trated in Figure 6. The binary mask is recovered and the dif-
ferent side informations, temporal, homography and DCVP 
are computed. The binary mask defines for each pixel which 
reference to use. One in the binary mask means that the pixel 
values from both side informations should be compared with 
pixel from the previously decoded frame. On the other hand, 
a zero in the binary mask means that the comparison is made 
with respect to the forward one. 

5. RATE-DISTORTION SIMULATIONS 

5.1 Test material and conditions 
 
The sequences Ballet and Breakdancers [14] are used to 
compute the rate-distortion curves for both monoview and 
multiview DVC schemes. The spatio-temporal resolution 
used is 256x192@15 frames per second. The GOP size is set 
to two. H.264/AVC Intra is used for encoding the keyframes. 
The camera setup shown in Figure 7 is used. The side cam-
eras are conventionally encoded. Thus, Only the middle 
camera contains Wyner-Ziv frames. 
 

Figure 5. The binary mask generation at the encoder. 



 
 
  Figure 6. Fusion process at the decoder. 
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5.2 Rate-Distortion performance 

 
In Figures 8 and 9, the PSNR of the different side infor-

mations is plotted. It is obvious that the temporal side infor-
mation quality for the sequence Ballet is by far superior to 
homography and DCVP by around 7.0 and 8.0 dB respec-
tively. This gap is much smaller for the sequence Break-
dancers. The latter contains higher motion than the sequence 
Ballet. Moreover, the area occupied by the moving object is 

greater in the Breakdancers case. This makes temporal inter-
polation less efficient. 
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The R-D plots in Figure 10 show that fusion outper-
forms temporal side information by around 1.0 dB at low bit 
rates for the sequence Breakdancers. As the bit rate increases, 
the performance gap decreases. The plots show a 0.5 dB per-
formance gap at average bit rates and a similar performance 
at very high video quality.  

Further, the homography has a similar performance at 
low bit rates as temporal side information. The gap increases 
with bit rate to reach a maximum of around 1.0 dB at very 
high bit rates.  

Finally, DCVP has the worst performance with a gap 
around 1.0~2.0 dB in favour of temporal side information. 
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  Figure 10. R-D plots for the sequence Breakdancers. 
 
H.264 Intra + 
Wyner‐Ziv 

rate (Kbits/s)
PSNR Y (dB)

Mask rate 
(Kbits/s)

Total rate 
(Kbits/s)

Mask rate (%)

128.44 31.49 11.92 140.36 8.492447991

234.38 33.95 12.9 247.28 5.216758331

358.08 35.71 13.38 371.46 3.602002907

780.05 40.44 14.7 794.75 1.849638251  
Table 1. The four R-D points for the Breakdancers sequence. 
 

For the sequence Ballet, The fusion behaves in a similar 
way with respect to temporal side information as for Break-
dancers. It is illustrated in Figure 11. On the other hand, the 

Figure 9. Side information quality for Ballet. 

Figure 8. Side information quality for Breakdancers. 

Figure 7. Multiview DVC camera setup. I stands for Intra 
frame and WZ for Wyner-Ziv frame. 



homography and DCVP have a poorer performance with 
respect to temporal side information when compared to 
Breakdancers. 

When comparing these results to the ones in [7] (i.e. 
when the mask is entirely computed at the decoder), the gain 
is around 0.5 dB at low bit rates and 0.3 db at average bit 
rates. 

For both sequences, an ideal fusion is computed by us-
ing the original Wyner-Ziv frame as a reference. It has a bet-
ter performance than temporal side information by around 
3.0 and 4.0 dB for the sequences Ballet and Breakdancers 
respectively. 
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  Figure 11. R-D plots for the sequence Ballet. 
 
H.264 Intra + 
Wyner‐Ziv 

rate (Kbits/s)
PSNR Y (dB)

Mask rate 
(Kbits/s)

Total rate 
(Kbits/s)

Mask rate (%)

125.79 34.06 13.8 139.59 9.886094992

221.27 36.57 15 236.27 6.348668896

321.44 38.45 15.4 336.84 4.571903574

629.53 42.19 16.15 645.68 2.501239004  
Table 2. The four R-D points for the sequence Ballet. 
 

The tables 1 and 2 show the four R-D points for both se-
quences. It is noticed that the mask’s rate decreases as the 
video quality increases. Thus, the mask’s rate becomes less 
significant with increased quality as the total rate increases as 
well. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a novel multiview DVC scheme is introduced. 
In this scheme, a binary mask is calculated at the encoder 
based on knowledge of the original video. Then, the mask is 
compressed and transmitted to the decoder. The final side 
information is constructed from the temporal, homography 
and DCVP side informations using the binary mask. It is 
shown that the fusion improves the side information and the 
overall rate-distortion performance. The system introduced 
is interesting for applications requiring low complexity en-
coders such as distributed sensor networks. 

This work can be extended by investigating other fusion 
techniques. The focus should be on the ones where the fu-
sion mask is entirely calculated at the decoder. It is obvious 

that the fusion has to improve the overall rate-distortion per-
formance and close the gap on the ideal fusion as well. 
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